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Comparison Shopping Project:  Cell Phone Plans (200 points)
Objective:  
Comparison shopping using the DECIDE process is an important strategy to use as part of your financial plan to save money.  In this project scenario, you are finding that your cell phone bill is very expensive.  This is making it very difficult for you to follow your financial plan.  You will use the DECIDE process to select a cell phone plan that will better fit into your financial plan.   
	Define your goal
	Establish criteria for an acceptable outcome
	Choose 2 or 3 good options
	Identify pros and cons of the options
	Decide the best option that matches criteria
	Evaluate the results.

Directions & Process:  
Your task is to research different smart cell phone (cell phones that can be used for calling, texting and Internet use) plans to determine the “best” deal, based on the type of phone and plan you need as an individual.  You will use the Internet to research and locate the following minimum details regarding smart phone plans for at least 3 different cell phone plans from various vendors (ex. Verizon, AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, Walmart, etc.).  You will create a table in Microsoft Word or in Excel to put all research data.  
Once you have gathered all required information, you will analyze the data to decide which plan is best to meet your needs.   You will type out your decision, including your explanation and rationale as to how you arrived at your decision, using the DECIDE process listed above.  It is important to justify your decision with full details to obtain full credit for this project.   Your detailed cell phone research will be evaluated using the school-wide research rubric and your fully explained rationale will be assessed using the school-wide writing rubric.  Make sure to copy/paste all website addresses you use for your research you’re your word processing document.  Information you must gather should include the following in a word processing chart (9 rows/4 columns):
Cell Phone Comparison Project
Cell Phone Provider Name



Smart Cell Phone Plan Name



Contract length required



Cost per month



Smart phone model included



Texting included



Data use included



Other services included





